
Predictions 

 

After college Christian Becker will move to Japan where he will revolutionize the graphic 

novel and cinematic industries with his original series based upon the adventures of Indiana 

Jones.   

 

Stemming from her love of reading and writing, Morgan Becker will open a bookstore in 

Philadelphia for only Children’s literature.  She and her good friend J.K. Rowling will inspire 

children world wide to read, read, read…especially the books Morgan writes herself. 

 

Ally Behn will win the US Open, French Open, Australian Open and Wimbledon four years in 

a row.  She will be seen on the cover of sports illustrated more than once and she will even 

appear on Wheaties boxes.  Upon retiring from the fast track she will run the very 

successful Ally Behn Tennis Camp right here on Behn Road. 

 

Tired of the same old boring Cirque du Soleil shows, Mia Burfoot uses her design skills to 
create a piece of circus equipment known as the Burfoot Trapeze.  This trapeze is designed 

for two aerialists who are willing to fly high, fast and SIDEWAYS.  Unlike the traditional 

trapeze that moves back and forth, the “Burfoot Trapeze” swings from side to side.  You 

can find Mia and her extraordinary trapeze under the big top. 

 

Connor Barker will be all the rage of Miami, Florida having designed a line of madras tennis 

clothing that takes the world of tennis by storm.  The line includes everything from madras 

headbands to sneaker laces.  One of his most popular women’s outfits can be seen on the 

cover of Sports Illustrated worn by you know who. 

 

Ethan Carr, international man of mystery is seen all over the world meeting with heads of 

state.  He has put his astrophysics background to good use creating a scientific instrument 

that can predict when the world may be hit by a meteor.  When Ethan speaks the scientific 

world listens. 

 

Taking the international fashion world by storm Maya Cormier designs a line of clothing and 

accessories that combine the elements of Japanese culture with that of the culture of 

Vermont.  Anyone who is anyone carries a Maya Bag. 

 

 

Marla Davidson will put her mathematical skills to good use, making a killing in Vegas.  What 

the Gates Foundation has done for education, the Davidson foundation is to female 

basketball.  Her fortune will provide training for female players for years to come. 

 

After skateboarding to Olympic gold Katie DeFreest strikes it rich by designing a new 

skateboard called “The Shorty”.  This new board phenomenon explodes into video games, a 

line of skateboarding clothes and finally Shorty action figures. 

 



Alabama is just too small for Gianna who moves on to Los Angeles and becomes a famous 

dancer.  There she battles with the paparazzi on the red carpet.  A common comment is 

“who is that statuesque celebrity trying to hide under the black hat?” 

 

 

Cate Frey, once quiet and unassuming takes a turn for the stage and becomes the National 

Poetry Slam Champion.  Then she goes International, slamming in four different languages 

and performing on all seven continents.  Her amazing geography skills come in very handy 

when she finds herself east of Tegucigalpa at the Honduras National Competition where she 

wows them with an amazing pantoum! 

 

After a successful stint MC-ing at the Spring Follies here in Warren, Jacob Humphreys 

takes over for Ryan Seacrest hosting American Idol and Jacob has the same effect on the 

ladies that Ryan does. 

 

Zach Humphreys finally finds time to write creating a very popular series of books entitled 

The Series of Fortunate Events.  This series of books is about 2 brothers and 2 sisters who 

have only very good things happen to them.   The character’s lives are filled with joy and 

happiness and lots of candy!  Zach writes under the pen name, Hackary Zumphreys.    

 

Tommy Johnson will of course ride his bicycle to victory at the Tour De France.  After 

donning the yellow jersey Tommy really makes his name as a world-renowned snake handler.  

No snake is too dangerous for our Tommy to tame. 

 

Nick Kaufmann parlays his lawn mowing enterprise into a very successful Sotheby Property 

Management Company.  Retiring at age 28 leaves Nick plenty of time to write a highly 

successful gossip column for People Magazine as well as ski, sail and fly his private jets. 

 

Following in Michael Jordan’s footsteps but even more successfully Dylan McIsaac is not 

content with two World Series wins under his belt.  He also plays basketball for the Celtics 

helping them win a series of NBA Championships.  He then becomes the dual 

baseball/basketball coach for the North Carolina Tar Heels, his alma mater. 

 

Following a very successful career as a litigator Libby Morehouse dazzles the world of 

television.  First there was Judge Judy, now there is Litigator Libby, and believe us, few 

villains want to appear in her courtroom. 

 

Naomi Noel moves to Hawaii in search of the big waves—the really big waves!  Her skill on a 

board revolutionizes the world of surfing.  She is idolized by young surfer girls everywhere, 

and is never too busy to stop and give a young surfer a tip or an autograph.  

 

Three successful seasons of performing as a contortionist with Cirque du Soleil finds 
Samantha Ringer under her own big top.  The show she created, entitled “Samia”, plays 

worldwide.  People flock for miles around to find the huge tent where they can see her 

perform amazing contortion routines and her life long partner Mia on the “Burfoot Trapeze”.  



How will the people know when they have found her circus tent?  It will be polka dotted of 

course.  

 

 

Sam Robinson wins gold, not only at the winter Olympics where he competes in long distance 

free-style cross country skiing events, but he also wins gold in the summer Olympics 

competing in the marathon.   However, it is not the gold medals that win Sam Robinson fame 

and fortune.  It is his good sportsmanship and his diplomacy skills that earn him continued 

use of his nickname, “Genius”.  With his trusty sidekick Otis, Sam works with leaders of war 

torn counties bringing peace to the world. 

 

 Katie Robinson, after years of watching Survivor with her extended family becomes the 

youngest million-dollar winner in Survivor Java. Bugs, lack of food not to mention 

backstabbing fellow competitors are no obstacles for Katie.  She opens a survival school for 

teens training others to be as competent and clever as she. 

 

 

Gabriel Rosen is able to use the vibrations from his violin to control atmospheric conditions, 

specifically to create incredible snow conditions.  This, of course, turns the ski world on its 

ear and Gabe makes Warren, Vermont the destination ski capital of the United States, not 

to mention the world.  He is not only loved by ski and snow enthusiasts, but also by school 

children everywhere. 

 

After serving in the Air Force Cassandra Ryan puts her flying skills to good use, becoming 

an international news correspondent. She flies her own plane around the globe! No story is 

too dangerous and no deadline is too short for Ms. Ryan.  Her work is sought after by the 

New York Times and CNN.  Her story is the story to get! 

 

A true mover and shaker, Hobey Weston, rocks the extreme skiing world!  If it can be done 

on skis, Hobey can do it! Extreme athletes seek him out for private consultations and advice. 

When he is not touring as a motivational speaker for extreme athletes, we can find him on 

the big screen starring in Warren Miller movies. 


